2018 WEDNESDAY NIGHT 2-MAN LEAGUE
COMMITTEE RULES & SCORING
 Maximum 9-Hole Handicap and strokes allowed - 18 (USGA Max)
 Maximum gross score is Double Par plus Handicap Stroke(s) provided on hole
played.
Example for player getting 2 strokes on a hole:
On a Par 5 Player A can pick up following their 11th stroke if not holed. Gross
score will be 12 (max) Net score will be 10.
Example for player getting 1 stroke on a hole:
On a Par 4 Player B can pick up following their 8th stroke if not holed. Gross score
will be 9 (max) Net score will be 8.
Example for player getting 2 strokes on a hole:
On a Par 3 Player C can pick up following their 7th stroke if not holed. Gross score
will be 8 (max) Net score will be 6.
ALL PLAYERS MUST EITHER HOLE OUT OR ACCEPT MAX SCORE FOR TEAM SCORING

 Out of bounds – Two Options (All provisional shots must be declared)
o 1) Proceed to where the ball went out of bounds and take two club lengths
plus your stance and drop, this would be a two stroke penalty (so you
would be laying 3 hitting 4 after original OB).
OR
o 2) Play next shot as normal stroke and distance. If you choose the stroke
& distance option and hit your next shot out of bounds, you can choose
option 1 for your next shot but would now lie 5 and hitting 6.
 The Season will consist of Two 8 week scoring Halves. The 1st place team at the
end of each half will play for the Final League Championship to determine the
overall champion. The 2nd place teams of each half will play for 3rd and 4th place
in the Semi-Final League Championship. In the event of any ties there will be a
net 3 hole playoff to determine what team is 1st & 2nd place in each half. The First
half 1st place team is not eligible to represent either the first or second place
teams in the 2nd second half. If a team comes in 2nd place in half one they can win
the second half and then the 3rd place team from the 1st half will be playing for
the 3rd and 4th place Semi-Final Championship.
 Substitutes Are Not Required this season. If only 1 team member is present with
no substitute, the matches will be conducted as noted here: Player 1 will play
both opponents in single net match play and with a doubled net score for an
overall team score, with an opportunity to take all 8 points. Please note that
both members of the team are allowed to miss up to 4 matches per half, they are
not eligible to win any half if they exceed four missed matches in that half.

2018 DGC - Wednesday Two-Man League Handicap Rules
Player Handicaps will be based off of either the previous calendar years final CDGA
handicap index (barring no 2018 renewal or postings) or the current CDGA May 1st
revision. Certified and verifiable USGA online handicap systems indexes may be
accepted upon review.
Players without an official CDGA/USGA handicap index will be subject to the below
handicapping method approved by the Deerfield Golf Club, until their 2018 CDGA 9 hole
index is valid.
Non-handicap player week One Handicap determined by using 30% of the differential
from the players gross score to par. NH player week Two Handicap determined by using
60% of the 1st & 2nd round differential from the players gross score to par. NH player
week Three Handicap determined by using 90% of the (1st three rounds) differential
from the players gross score to par.
 Example Week 1: Non CDGA index player shoots 46. Differential to par is 10
strokes & week one handicap is 3. Net score = 43
 Example Week 2: Non CDGA index player shoots 45. Differential to par is 9 & 10
strokes & week two handicap is 5.7 (rounded up - 6) Net score = 39
 Example Week 3: Non CDGA index player shoots 44. Differential to par is 8, 9 &
10 strokes & week three handicap is 9 (Rounded down) Net score = 37
 Week 4 – Non CDGA index will remain at 90% of your differential to par average
until the 5th week when the system will establish a USGA index.
 Please NOTE – Non handicap indexed players/teams & opponents will not have a
final net score until after their weekly round – Individual and Team results will be
updated & posted Thursday’s by 5pm.
IF a Substitute is playing they must have an established CDGA handicap index.
Any substitute without an official CDGA index will play as scratch for the day. No
exceptions.
The low handicapped player’s & substitutes will always play their match against each
other.
Substitutes with handicaps must be determined with notification to the golf shop
outside of 45 minutes prior to the teams scheduled match. Subs determined inside of
45 minutes of the scheduled match will play as scratch against the lowest opposing
team’s handicapped player. No exceptions

